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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the Micro-Precision Interferometer (MPI) testbed and its major achievements to date rela,ted to
mitigating risk for future spaceborne optical interferometer missions. The MPI testbed is
a ground-based hardware
model of a future spaceborne interferometer. The three primary objectives
of the testbed are to: (1) demonstrate
(2) predict whether the 10
the 10 nm positional stability requirement in the ambient lab disturbance environment,
nm positional stability requirement can be
achieved in the a,nticipated on-orbit disturbance environment, and
(3)
validate integrated modeling tools that
will ultimatelybe used to design the actual space missions. This paper
describes the hardware testbed in its present configuration. The testbed simulation model,
as it stands today, will be
described elsewhere. The paper presents results concerning closed loop positional stabilities at or below the 10 n m
requirement for both the ambient and on-orbit disturbance environments. These encouraging results confirm that
the MPI testbed provides an essential link between the extensive ongoing ground-based interferometer technology
development activities and the technology needs of future spaceborne optical interferometers.
Keywords: testbed, stellar interferometry, spaceborne interferometry, controls, active optical path control, vibration
attenuation

1. BACKGROUND
1.1. OpticalInterferometry
Optical interferorneters use two (or more) smaller telescopes, as opposed to
a traditional single large telescope, to
collectlightfrom
a singletargetstar.Thelightfromthese
telescopes(sub-apertures)iscombined,creatingan
interference fringe pattern.
By measuring the fringe pattern for
different interferometer orientations, an aperture
diameter equal to the sepa.rationo l the two sub-apertures (the interferometer baseline) is synthesized.‘This allows for
more accurate stellar measurements, since astrometricaccrrracy varies inversely to aperture diametcr. Specifically for
interferometers, astrometric accuracy is proportional to the ratio of stabilized fringe position to baseline length (for
a given number of photons) .2 Significant improvement in astrometric accuracy over cxisting full-aperture systems
requires stabilization and measurementof stellar fringe position down to the 10 nanometer (RMS) level over baseline
lengths of 7-20m,’ , 3 .4
In ground-based applications of this approach such as the Mark I11 interferometer located on Mt. Wilson
,5 or
the Palomar Testbed Interferometer on Mt. Palomnr
atmospheric turbulence limits the instrnrnent’s ability to
stabilize fringe position. For faint targets which require integration periods longer than the atmospheric coherence
period,fringepositioncannotbemeasuredandthereforecannotbestabilized.Incontrast,forthespace-based
incarnation of this approach, the primary
challenge i n stabilizing fringe position is rejecting onhoard machinery
disturbances.
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The Stellar Interferometer Mission (SIM) is a mission concept for a first-generation space interferometer with
astrometric and imaging goals,2 ,3 .” The mission plan includes a. 900 km Sun-synchronous orbit with an orbit period
of 103 min. SIM uses three colinear Michelson interferometers
to perform parcsec level astrometric measurements
and milliarcsec-level imaging of the heavens. Unlike the ground-based interferometers which are bolted to bedrock,
tjhe hardware for the space-based instrument is distributed across a 1Onl light weight truss structure.

1.2. Enabling Control Technology
For thelastseveralyears,theJetPropulsionLaboratory(JPL)InterferometerTechnologyProgram
(TTP) has
been developing new technologies required by future spaceborne interferometer
m i ~ s i o n s . ~ T htechnology
e
program
contains two development efforts dictated by the primary t,echnology needs: achieving nanometer positional stabilities
of specificopticalelementsintheon-orbitdisturbanceenvironmentandperformingpiceterrelativemetrology
measurements. This paper focuses on the former.

-

The Interferometer Technology Program evolved from
a system design for the Focus Mission Interferometer (FMI):
a space-based, 30 m baseline, partial aperture telescope concept
.8
XJsing analytical models of the Spacecraft and
disturbance environment, this effort predicted 1 micron (RMS) on-orbit fringe position motion in the unattcnuated
spacecraft environment. This fringe motion
is a factor of 100 abovethe desired level of 10 nm (RMS). This discrepancy
inspired the layered vibration attenuation strategy. Figure
1 presents the fundamental approach in terms
of the
t80
threevibrationattenuation
layers: vibrationisolation,structura.1quieting,andactiveoptics.Thestrategyis
isolate vibrating machinery at the point of atta,chment, to damp specific undesirable structural modes that limit,
optical control system bandwidths, and to actively control specific optical elements to achieve the desired optical
performance.
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Figure 1. Interferometer Technology Program’s layered control approach.

A number of analytical and hardware tools have been developed to understand the vibration attenuation challenge
to evaluate the layered control technology.
posed by spaceborne interferometers. These tools have been used
The complex opto-mechanical nature of the FM1 analysis dictated the need for a a integrated controls-structuresoptics modeling environment. The Integrated Modelingof Optical Systems (IMOS) software package was developed
to meet this need. IMOS enables the integration of controls, structures, and optics models necessary for cnd-t.o-en(1
disturbance analysis of spaceborne interferometers. Evaluations of the layered control technology applied to different)
interferometry missions, using IMOS, support the results from the original
FMI analysis: that some formof vibration
attenuation t,echnology is essential to meet mission science goals , l o ,11 . I 2

’

T h e I T P P h a s e B testbed provided the first ha.rdware validation of the layered control technology. The goal for
this 3 m cantilevered truss structure was to stabilize an optical pathlength to the nanometer-level in the presence of
a single-axis shaker input disturbance using a single-axis vibration isolation stage, a number of active and passive
structural damping struts, and an active optical delay line. The results indicateda factor of 5000 attenuation from
of 5 nm (RMS).I3 The next,
input disturbance to output optical pathlength, with output variations on the order
logical step was to validate the layered control approa.ch in hardwa.re on a complete end-to-end inst,rument. This led
to the design and assembly of t,he Micro-Precision Interferometer (MPT) testbed.

1.3. MPI Overview
Figure 2 shows a bird’s eye view of the MPI testbed. Located at JPL, the MPI testbed isa ground-based, suspended
hardware model of a future space-based interferometer. The testbed is approximately
a full-scale model of SIM
and contains all the necessary subsystems to assess the disturbance rejection technology status. These subsystems

include: a 7m x 7 m x 6.51n softlysuspendedtrussstructurewiththenecessarymountingplatesforsubsystenl
hardware; a six-axis vibration isolation system which can support a reaction wheel assembly to provide a flight-like
input disturbance source; a complete Michelson interferometer; internal and external metrology systems; and
a, star
simulator that injects the stellar signal into the interferometer collecting apertures.

Figure 2 . Bird’s eye view of the MPI testbed (inset shows close-up

of isolator).

The primary objectives of the testbed related to vibration attenuation performance are to:
(1) demonstrate the
10 n m OPD stability requirement for astrometry and the
1 nm requirement for interferoemtric nulling which is
(2) predict whether the 10 n m and 1 n m OPD
needed for imaging, in the ambient lab disturbance environment,
stability requirement can be achieved in the anticipated on-orbit disturbance environment, and (3) validatc integrated
modeling tools that will ultimately be used to design the actual space missions. This paper presents results which
represent the latest advancements made on the testbed in the first two areas.

2. CONTROL APPROACH
This section describes the overall vibration attenuation strategy while
tJhe instrument is in observing mode. The
strategy differs depending on which disturbance rejection problem is being addressed; the ambient lab disturbance
or the on-orbit disturbance. Within the context of the layered control strategy depicted in Figure
1 , the differences
are in optical loop bandwidths and isolation system contribution to the disturbance rejection performance. For the
ambient disturbance rejection problem, no limit is given for closed loop bandwidths. Limitations are thus imposed
by actuator,sensororsampleratelimitations
for example.Fort,heon-orbitdisturbancerejectionproblem,the
sensors dictate the closed loop bandwidth based on known limitations on stellar magnitudes anlicipated for this
mission. This limitation is set at 3 0 0 H z . The other major difference regards the isolation system. In the ambient
disturbance rejection case, this vibration attenuation layer does not participate in improving end-to-end performance
This contrasts to the on-orbit case in which the primary disturbance
since disturbances enter from all directions.
source is the RWA’s which interface to the structure through the isolation system.

Since no model was used to design the MPI testbed, the control strategy was prescribed based on predictions from
Despite the narrowband na,t,ure of the disturbance, the FMI study provided a
broadband disturbance reject,ion requirement. This study demonstrated the need for broadband disturbance rejection
from DC t o 1 k H z of 40-60 dB in order t o meet the 1Onm (RMS) requirement.
a previous analysis effort on the FMI .'

a broadband control stratsegy to meet these requirements. For the isolation system,
The MPI testbed adopted
this means as soft as possible without interfering with the attitude control system a.nd to accommodate lilnitations
imposed by gravity. For the optics, this means maximum disturbance rejection, from dc to
300Hz. The function of
the MPI testbed is t o show how well the RWA disturbance can be rejected given these constraints.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 3 shows a system levelblock diagram of the primary elements t,hat compose the MPI testbed and their
relationship to each other. This section discusses each of these elements individually.
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Figure 3 . System block diagram showing the relationships between the major MPI testbed subsystems.

3.1. Structure
The structure is made up or drawn thin walled 606l-TB aluminum t,ubes. To correct for "non-straight" tubes, each
tube was "floated" in precision end fittings while adhesive
wa.s injected and cured .14 The joint design consists of
an aluminum node ball interconnecting two
or more struts with "b-nut" interface hardware which allowed simple
installation and a mechanism to preload the joints. Details on the structure design and assembly procedures are
given in reference .14
In the initialba,re structure configuration, the first
flexible mode of the structure was 7 . 7 N z and had an estimated1
percent modal damping. Initial modal test results showed the bare structure demonstrated extremely linear behaviour
14

An active/passive suspension system supports the testbed from the facility ceiling. This system must meet, two
(2) provide a mechanism t o change the rigid body
requirements: (1) isolate the structure from the building, and

orientation of the structure. The device is made up of two systems. A pneumatic system supports the load of the
testbed at the particular support location. This is done by supporting the load by an air cushion. In parallel with
this device is a voice coil actuator which provides a centering function to hold the testbed in the desired position. In
addition, the voice coil actuator allows for changes to the testbed’s rigid body orientation.
With this system, all 6 rigid body modes are in the

O.1Hz region.

3.2. Artificial Star
Figure 4 zooms in on the testbed optics boom and traces the stellar optical path through the artificial star and
throughthetestbedopticaltrain.Theincludedschematicdiagram
calls outimportantopticalcomponents.
addition, the inset in Figure
4 indicates the changes in the stellar beam cross section at the respective locations in
the optical pat,h. The following artificial star and interferorneter descriptions trace the stellar optical path through
the system.
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Figure 4. Optical layout for the first MPI baseline from star simulator t,o optical detectors. The schematic diagram
at different
and the photograph depict the same regions
of the testbed. The inset shows the beam cross section
points in the optical path.
The “star” source is the
supported optical table. The

a pneumatically
laserhead of a commercial laser interferometer system that sits on
laser output is a 6 rnm diameter beam carrying two orthogonally polarized beams

which differ in frequency by 1.8 MHz. The beam is expanded to 30 mm and then split by a polarizing bearnsplitter.
A number of fold mirrors direct the polarized beamsto final fold mirrors located near the corresponding interferometer
collecting aperture location. The final fold mirrors, which direct the stellar beam from the table to theMPI structure.
are mounted on supports that overhang the suspended structure, to provide vertical feed to the siderostats.

3.3. Interferometer
The two interferometer beam paths experience symmetrical
reflections in the two interferometer arms on the testbed.
The following discussion traces the “inboard” beam
path (collecting aperture on the right-hand side
of tlle figure)
without loss of generality. The two-axis gimbaled siderostat mirror contains a 12 m m corner-cube retroreflector used
by the internal metrology system. Therefore,
t,he beam leaving the siderostat consists
of an annular stellar beam
coarse
and a. central infrared metrology beam. A 90/10 beamsplitter picks off 10% of this beam and sends it to a
acquisition sensor (a position sensitive device, PSD), used by the siderostat servo loop to initially acquire the star.
The remaining light travels to the two-axis, high bandwidth steering mirror which sends the light into t,hc activc
delay line.
The output beam from the active delay line reflects off three fold mirrors, sending the beam to the “outboard‘i
plate (closest to the collecting aperture on the left-hand side
of the figure). The third fold mirror dire& the beam
from the inboard siderostat to the beam combiner, where it
isreflected to join the &‘transmitted
bearn from the
outboard siderostat. After the beam combiner, the central portion of the combined stellar beams passes through the
hole in the annular pick-off mirror to a. fringe detector as a single beam with two orthogonally polarized components,
with frequencies differing by 1.8 MHz and with a phase difference which depends on the optical path difference for
the two arms. The detector, a standard receiver for the cornmercial interferometer, produces a 1.8 MHz heterodyne
signal with a phase that varies as the fringe position of the stellar beams changes. The annularpick-off mirror reflects
the outer portion (30 m m OD and 25 m m ID) of each stellar bearn towards a digital CCD camera.
Finally, the outboard optical path contains an additional wedge that has a central hole which corresponds to the
pick-off mirror hole diameter. This causes the outer annular region
of the beam from the outboard siderostat to
be deflected by 1 arc minute while the center portion passes undeflected. Thus,
at the pick-off mirror, the central
portions of the beams are parallel, while the outer regions propagate along directions making a 1 arc minute angle.
The tworeflectedbea.msarethereforefocused
at differentpoints on the CCD camera,whichallowLtsosensethe
pointing of the two beams with a single sensor. The digital image is processed in real time in order to find the
centroid of the beam images. The algorithm currently in use determines the position of t,he image cent,roid with a
resolution of 0.01 pixels. For additional details on the optical system, see .16
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3.4. Internal Metrology System
In addition to the starlight beams, two independent internal metrology beams trace the internal paths (from beam
combinertocorner-cuberetroreflectorsatthesiderostats)
of eachinterferometerarm.Incontrast
to the visible
starlight beam, the internal infrared metrology system
is a two-pass system. The infrared metrology is
also based
on heterodyne interferometry. Light with k 1 3 1 9 nm from a Nd:YAG laser is split into two beams with orthogonal
polarizations. Each polarization component is frequency-shifted by using an acousto-opt,ic modulator, for a frequency
difference of 2 MHz. The infrared light is fed via fibers to beam launchers in close proximity to the beam combiner,
where the metrology beams are injected into the system through holes bored in neighboring fold mirrors (see outboard
4).
plateinFigure

3.5. Isolation System
Figure 2 showsaclose-up
of MPI’s six-axisvibrationisolationsystem.Thetopplateprovidesaninterfacefor
actualreactionwheels,rotationalshakersorlineartranslatingshakers.Theshakerseitheremulatethereaction
of
wheel disturbance or provido a broadband disturbance input for transfer function measurements. The objective
the isolator is to pass low frequency reaction wheel control torques across the mount while simultaneously preventing
the undesirable, high frequency reaction wheel disturbance harmonics from passing across the mount.
is to enhance the mounts’
The mount designutilizes a passive andactiveisolationcapability.Theapproach
in
inherent passive performance with
a.n active stage. The mount consists
of 6 identical isolator struts arranged
a simple voice coil actuator, a pa,rallel motion
a mutually orthogonal hexapod configuration. Each strut contains
flexure that connects the voice coil magnet to the coil (providing the passive stiffness), and a force transducer for

feedback. The control strategy is t o close six independent SISO loops to actively soften each strut’s passive stiffness
a factor of 3-10. The present
by a factor of 10-100 thereby moving the mount’s passive corner frequencies down by
the isolation system, see reference .17
system has a 10 Hz passive mount corner frequency. For more details on

3.6. Real-Time Computer System
All instrument control functions are provided by a digital real-time computer system. The instrument operator sits
at a SUN workstation which is the host to a VME-based system that provides the real-time control functions. These
functions range from instrument sequencing through different operating modes
to the individual digital controller
implementations. The VME system houses 10 cpu’s in five separate VME back planes; each dedicated to a specific
a central clockwhich provides the interrupt trigger for the
subsystem.Thesecardcagesareallsynchronizedto
system. In addition, each cage contains a reflective memory board which reflects the memory from each subsystem
to all the others in the system. This emulates all the cpu’s being on the same backplane, when in reality they exist
on separate backplanes. This architecture allowed parallel subsystem integration and minimizes backplane bus traffic
a single cage. The Palomar Testbed Interferometer uses this same
since all high rate communications are local to
.lS
design. Further details are described in reference

4. MODES OF OPERATION
The primary operating mode of interest on the testbed
is when the interferometer “observes” a s t x , in order to
lOnm requirement must be demonstrated.
However,
determine its position. This is the operating mode when the
to reach this condition, as with the on-orbit instrument, requires
a large number of initialization, calibration and
5 provides a high level sequence of operationsthatmustbeexecuted
t o reach
acquisitionprocedures.Figure
“observing” mode. All of these sequential operating modes use a subset of the elements described in the System
Description section ofthis paper.
FRINGE TRACKING
(OBSERVING MODE)

Figure 5 . High-level sequence of operating modes to reach instrument “observing” mode.

4.1. Coarse Acquisition System
This system is responsible for placing the two incoming stellar beamson the fine pointing camera located at the end
of the optical train. Quasi-static disturbances such as thermal variations in the lab or dynamic rigid body motions
of the star relative to the swaying testbed cause thewave fronts of the two incoming beams to become non-parallel.
T h e coarse acquisition system rejects these low frequency large amplitude (milliradiau) disturbances. The pointing
error is sensed with a two-dimensional PSD placed in the focal plane of a lens t h a t focuses the heam which is picked
off the main beam by a 90/10% beamsplitter. The PSD null position is co-boresighted with the center of the ca,mera
located at the end of the optical train. The PSD output is digitized at 2 k H z and filtered with a second order low
pass with a cross-over frequency of 2 N z . The loops are all decoupled so that the same filter is used for both axes,
on both siderostats. The compensator output
isfed to the siderostat controller, which generates the signals that
operate the micro-stepper motors controlling the two pointing degrees of freedom of the siderostat.

4.2. Fine Pointing System
Once the spots from the two interferometer arms are on the camera, the
fine pointing system maintains parallel
wavefronts in the presence of the higher frequency disturbances. The fast steering mirror has a bandwidth of 1 kHz
and an angular range of 70 arcsecs. ‘Three symmetrically oriented piezo actuators position the mirror, providing
tip and tilt motion. The sensor for the pointing control subsystem is a high-frame-rate 32 x 32 pixel CCD camera.
During closed loop operation, only a 5 x 5 pixel window is transferred from the camera to the processor enabling
high sample rates. The dedicated processor for this loop calculates x, y centroid values for this 5 x 5 image at 4 kHz.
The fundamental approachto the pointing control design ist,o decouple the x and y tilts resulting in2 independent’
single-input, single-output compensators for each intederometer arm.
By design, all four of these loops have the
same plant transfer function and, therefore, utilize the identical compensator design. The compensator (for all four
loops) is 7th order, and provides 60 dB of feedback at low frequency (1 Hz) and the unity gain frequency is 8 0 H z .

In the presence of the lab ambient noise environment: this control approach stabilizes pointing to
.27 p r a d (RMS)
which is a factor of 10 better than the requirement. With the two interferometer arms
locked onto the same star,
the stellar fringe can now be acquired. Seereferences , I 5
for more details on the pointing control subsystem.

4.3. Fringe Acquisition
The present HeNe single frequency stellar source does not require acquisition since the fringe position is not unique.
Theinstrumentsimplyselectsthefringeposition
at start-up time as t,llc centralfringeposition.Once
a white
lightsystemisinstalled,thissubsystem
will beimplementedandtestedintheambientandon-orbitvibration
environments.

4.4. Fringe Tracking
The purpose of the fringe tracking subsystemis tlo equalize stellar pathlength from the target star through each arm
of the interferometer to the point they are combined.
The actuator for this subsystem is the active delay line which actually consists
of three nested actuators. This
three-tiered actuator acts a.s a linearly translating retroreflector with tremendous dynamic range.
A stepper motor
provides low frequency (dc), long travel capability (m). An intermediate
voice coil actuator translates (cm) the entire
cat's-eye assembly in the mid-frequency range (dc - 100 Hz). A reactuated piezo supporting the secondary mirror
provides the high bandwidth (kHz)
precise actuation stage ( p m ) . The coarse stepper motor is used primarily to
slew and acquire a new stellar fringe. Once acquired, this stage is locked down and the other two stages provide the
actuation necessary to reject disturbances during an observation.

at 8 kHz. These measurements are subtracted
The MPI fringe detector provides fringe position measurements
from the desired fringe position (0) to create the error signal to be filtered by the fringe tracker compensator. The
bandwidth of the fringe tracking loop is 300 Hz.
low frequency
The parallel connectionof the piezo and voice coil actuators enables rejection ofthe large amplitude,
disturbances with the large stroke voice coil actuator and the small amplitude , high- frequency disturbances with
the piezo actuator. The shaded regions in Figure
6 indicate the analog components in the system. See reference
and 2o for more details on the fringe tracker control system.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the fringe tracking system

4.5. Ambient Performance Measurement
Figure 7 shows a step response of the fringe tracker system in the ambient MPI lab disturbance environment. The
predominant recognizable disturbance when the loop is open is the one
Hz flexure mode of the active delay line.
This is likely due to motion of the entire struct~urewhich in turn excites the delay line flexure mode. Air turbulence
and fluctuations in the air pressure which in turn perturbs the suspension system set, point are the sources of these
,urn RMS during this run while the loop is open. With
disturbances. Over all frequencies, the fringe position is 31
the loop closed, the fringe position jitter is reduced to 5.61 nm RMS. The majority ofthe energy in this closed loop
fringe position is around 100 Hz and is from thc cornputer cooling fans.
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Figure 7. Optical path difference as a function of time for the fringe tracker loop open and closed.

4.6. On-Orbit Performance Prediction
This section presents results showing how the present MPI control design would perform in the on-orbit disturbance
environment. The approach to measure on-orbit performance in
a ground-based lab setting uses disturbance t,ransfer
functionsacquiredfromtheMPItestbedcombinedwithananalyticaldisturbancemodel
of the RWA's. This
novel performance prediction algorithm predicts instrument performance in an accurate,
efficient way, covering the
The
entire range of possible RWA disturbance conditions that wouldoccurduring an instrument observation ."
effectiveness of the layeredcontroltechnologycanbeevaluatedbypredictinginstrumentperformanceinthree
configurations.Theseconfigurationsare:thenocontrolcondition(hardmounteddisturbance,noactiveoptics);
loops operational); and the completely active condition
active optics (hard mounted disturbance, optical control
(3 forces, 3 torques)
(active isolation of disturbance, optical control loops operational). The six transfer functions
from the shaker input mounting location to fringe position output, were measured for each of these configurations.

An example of the parameterized result from this performance prediction algorithm is given in Figure
8. 'This
figure displays the fringe position variation as
a, function of wheel speed for a single wheel for the three control
configurations. There is one plot for each of the four reaction wheels.
a single number are
Norms defined to summarize these parameterized fringe position variation functions into
defined in reference .'l Table 1 summarizes results from a four wheel system in all different control configurations
.'l
Note that for the completely active condition, considering all four wheels, the predicted RMS fringe position is
10.1 nm.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the latest results from all
MPI activities that address vibration attenuation issues for spaceborne
optical interferometers. Present fringe position stabilization in t,he ambient lab disturbance environment is bett,er
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Figure 8 . Predicted on-orbit fringe position variation as a function wheel speed for a single wheel
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Table 1. Predicted on-orbit fringe position (in nanometers) for three controller configurations. Each configuration
contains two metrics: urms - RMS fringe position variation over wheel speed, and umar - maximum fringe posit’ion
variation over wheel speed.

To further improve upon the
5.6 n m RMS willlikelyrequireimproved
tha.n the requiredon-orbitperformance.
control of the environment. Present efforts are focused on isolating the optical paths from air turbulence. Additional
work on improving the OPD sensing arrangement and the fringe tracker loop compensator are expected to result in
increased OPD stability.
The on-orbit predicted performance needs t o be improved for the worst case operating conditions ( 2 8 n m R M S ) .
Three areas a,reunderway to addressthisneed:
(1) apply the structural quieting layer
to improveperformance,
(2) improve the transfer function measurement approaches used, particularly torque measurements, and
( 3 ) apply
narrowband active isolation algorithms to chase the RWA harmonics as they migrate over wheel speed variations.
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